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A "mono-conscious" feminist, by definition, has had her 

feminist consciousness raised, but NOT her masculist 

consciousness raised, so she has had only ONE form of 

gender consciousness raising, which makes her "mono-

conscious."  Most feminists have probably never even 

HEARD of the term "masculist" so are ignorant of the 

other half of the gender oppression story. A mono-

conscious feminist has been made aware by feminist media 

that men oppress women (e.g. rape, job discrimination, 

male chauvanism, genital mutilation, etc. etc.) but knows 

nothing about masculism, i.e. about how women oppress 

men (e.g. female financial parasitism, manslavery, the 

financial massacring of men in the fluffie feminist 
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dominated divorce courts, the lack of the Parer (paternity 

rejection right) etc. etc.) Thus, mono-conscious feminists 

are "gender biased." They are under the impression that 

gender oppression of one gender by the other is a one way 

street. 

When mono-conscious feminists reflect on the ways men 

oppress women, of course, they get angry, and so feel they 

have the right to punish men for oppressing women, 

particularly in the divorce courts, which the fluffie 

feminists have taken over, and routinely financially 

massacre and ruin the lives of ONE father in FOUR in 

many western countries nowadays.

This feminist anger against men makes many feminists turn 

into feminazis, who feel they have the right to punish men, 

which men see as female oppression of men, particularly in 

the fluffie feminist dominated divorce courts. (A fluffie is a 

masculist label for a traditional woman who expects to be 

able to parasite off the money of a man. Fluffies (based on 

the word "fluff" has connotations of being light, not 

serious, not adult, not responsible, not career competent, 

not FIP (financially independent person).

Fluffies are the enemy of the masculists, who see them as 

"immoral, parasitic, manslaving vermin" to be wiped out, 

by being forced to rot on the shelf, by men totally ignoring 

them, not even pumping and dumping them, forcing their 
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fluffie bitch genes to be removed from the gene pool.

Masculism is essentially a rebellion by men against being 

manslaves to women. You can look upon masculism as the 

21st century equivalent of 19th century American 

abolitionism. The abolitionists in the northern US states 

wanted to abolish negro slavery, which eventually led to 

the US Civil War, killing 600,000 soldiers. Masculists want 

to abolish man slavery, worldwide, in the 21st century, by 

forcing women to FIP up (i.e. become FIPs, bothering to 

get a career competent education at high school and college 

that the economy values and pays a good salary for, so that 

girls can become FIPs as adults and not parasite off the 

money of a man. Masculists aim for the creation of a "FIP 

Society" in which boys and girls are socialized and 

educated to be FIPs so that there are no more fluffies, no 

more fluffie feminist hypocrites who want equal rights with 

men in the parliaments, but who behave as fluffies in the 

divorce courts, rejecting equal obligations with men, 

refusing to become financially responsible adults, pulling 

their own financial weight, and not parasiting off the labor 

of a man, i.e. not being a hated, immoral, parastic, 

manslaving fluffie.

We men have the financial power to force women to FIP 

up, because a fluffie can only be a fluffie if she can get her 

financial claws into some gullible manslave.
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But thanks to the rise of the masculist and MGTOW 

movements (men going their own way, i.e. men who are 

reacting to the toxicity of the divorce courts, taken over by 

the fluffie feminists, making marriage such a shitty deal for 

men, that in many countries now 2/3 of young men under 

35, refuse to marry, refuse to have kids, and spend their 

money on themselves), the supply of such gullible man 

slaves is drying up. Young women now are panicking, that 

they cannot persuade quality young men to give them their 

sperm, so young women fear being babyless.

Men have 10% larger brains than women (Google it!) with 

10 billion more neurons, 10% more neural processing 

capacity, so it is not surprising that men invent almost 

everything, build almost everything, create almost 

everything. Men have given women, the contraceptive pill, 

household gadgets, higher education, life expectancies into 

the 80s, soon to be the 90s, so women, even those who 

have their 2 kids, have a career window of some 4 decades. 

Therefore women CAN work, so the masculists point the 

finger at women, and say in very strong moral tones, "Now 

that women CAN work, they MUST work! Anything else 

is parasitism off the labor of men, and hence is manslavery, 

a moral abomination, rousing real hatred in masculists 

towards fluffies, and fluffie feminists."

A fluffie feminist is a feminist who knows nothing about 
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masculism, who is mono-conscious, who still has 

traditional expectations of men, namely seeing men as cash 

machines who exist on this earth to pay for women to have 

babies. This expectation of women towards men is deeply 

ingrained, including most feminists, and is an attitude that 

the masculists and MGTOWs are destroying, by refusing to 

be manslaves to parasitic fluffies.

With the rise of the MGTOW and masculist movements 

(both are branches of the general Men's Lib movement) 

fluffies are increasingly being forced to rot on the shelf. 

Men refuse to be manslaves to fluffies. 

So from the above, it should be obvious that men have their 

gender oppression story too, especially in the fluffie 

feminist dominated divorce courts, where a divorcing 

father will typically lose custody of his kids with a 90%

probability, lose half his stuff to his fluffie ex wife, lose his 

house to her, so she can raise HER kids in it, pay child 

support to kids he will barely see, and if the ex wife is a 

real fluffie, he will often be forced to pay her alimony for 

life, so that she can remain a parasite off him after the 

divorce, the way she was before the divorce, with no moral 

or legal obligation on her to get off her fat parasitic arse 

and FIP up, by getting a job and become a responsible 

adult, not parasiting off the money of a man, because she 

was too lazy and parasitic in her expectations of men, to 
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bother to have had a career competent education, resulting 

in her inability to afford to pay for her own middle class 

house, expecting some gullible manslave to pay for it for 

her.

What is far more serious, is that the MGTOWs are over 2/3 

of young men now, so are wiping out whole populations 

with their paternity rejection. If the young generation 

reproduces only a third of its number, then over a century, 

i.e. 4 generations, i.e. is a third of a third of a third of a 

third is about 1% and the other 99% die off, thus wiping 

out the population. But the MGTOWs and masculists are 

merely reacting to the toxicity of the divorce courts taken 

over by the fluffie feminists who use them as a form of 

punishment, or revenge against men for the gender crimes 

committed by men against women in the past.

Two wrongs dont make a right. The anger shown by the 

feminazi divorce court lawyers and judges will come back 

to bite them, i.e. shoot them, as responsible males 

eventually put their foot down against the indirect genocide 

of whole populations, caused by the toxicity of the divorce 

courts for men as generated by the fluffie feminists. In the 

limit, masculist soldiers will go out into the streets and 

simply shoot feminazis; assassinate the gender politicians 

who created these profoundly misandrist divorce laws, and 

murder thousands of feminazi divorce court lawyers and 
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judges, to stop whole populations from being wiped out, 

i.e. there will be a sex war.

Thus one sees clearly, from the above that the masculists 

have a strong case when they say that women oppress men 

as well.

The problem is that western countries have been so 

brainwashed by feminist rhetoric over the past half century, 

that it is virtually taboo in these countries for masculists to 

criticize women. For example, my own brother, was 

verbally hostile towards my masculist views, when we 

discussed them a few days after me migrating to Australia 

after having lived half a century outside Australia, where I 

grew up.

My brother has been divorce raped. He married a big boobs 

bimbo, who got a million dollars out of him, for merely 

fucking him a few times. The fluffie feminist divorce court 

judge who ordered this gender injustice against men, 

obviously agreed with the fluffie feminist attitude that men 

exist on this earth to pay for women to have babies. I 

protested to my brother - "You've been divorce raped, for 

Christ's sake, and you had to pay that big boobed bimbo a 

million bucks. You have a hatred of fluffie parasites, so 

why the hell are you attacking masculist attitudes towards 

fluffies and fluffie feminist hypocrites? You're being 

utterly inconsistent."
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It was like pouring water over a duck's back. He was 

simply too brainwashed, unable to connect in his own 

brain, the contradiction he has between his personal hatred 

for fluffie parasites as a result of his experience in the 

fluffie feminist controlled divorce court, and his decades 

long brain washing, that it is taboo to criticize women, that 

masculists certainly do.

My brother is not the only one. Recently I tried to persuade 

the single male editor (with 3 other female co-editors) of 

Melbourne University's student magazine that comes out 

monthy, to publish an essay I wrote spelling out the core 

ideas of masculism. No reply. I sent the same article to the 

three female editors, pitching to them that it was in 

women's self interest to vote with men to menfair the 

gender laws, otherwise the masculists and MGTOWs will 

continue their rejection of marriage and paternity, forcing 

these women to be babyless, which will drive them crazy.

Again, no reply - none of them. So its becoming 

increasingly clear to me that I have a real fight on my 

hands in penetrating this mono-conscious attitude of the 

feminazis, and their strangle hold over the culture, brain 

washing not only women to believe that gender oppression 

is a one way street, but men too, such as my brother, and 

the male editor of the student magazine.

So Im rolling up my sleeves for a long war, a sex war. I 
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will keep aiming to persuade the broadcast media to take 

up the gender story of the other half, i.e. men's story, 

talking about how women oppress men, as shown above.

Its my experience that when an angry feminazi, who is 

strongly mono-conscious, and hence anger-biased against 

men, is confronted by an even angrier masculist, who 

harangues her to her face with real male venom, with a 

level of verbal aggression that women usually cannot 

muster, given mens higher testosterone levels, making men 

a lot more aggressive, a lot fiercer than women, so women 

usually shut up when they learn that women oppress men 

too. This new masculist knowledge sobers them, causes 

them to lose their anger and hatred of men, because they 

learn that women can be just as oppressive towards men as 

vice versa, and in fact, probably even more, because 

manslavery lasts decades, even life long.

Thus men have a new tool now, a new label that they can 

hurl at the feminists, accusing them of being "mono-

conscious feminazis, ignorant of the ways women oppress 

men, and hence do not have the right to be angry at men for 

the ways men oppress women, when women oppress men 

just as much, if not more." So when a masculist confronts 

an anger-biased feminist he can blow her away with the 

accusation of being a "mono-conscious feminazi."

Women will have to get used to being confronted by angry 
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masculists who lash out with verbal violence against the 

anger bias of feminazis. Masculist leaders, being male, are 

smarter than these feminazis, and beat them at their own 

game. So get used to it, you mono-conscious feminists. 

You will have to share the gender stage with the masculists 

from now on, and if you come out with your anger bias in 

the presence of a smart, articulate, well informed masculist, 

expect to have your head bitten off, and you will deserve it.

Cheers,

Prof. Dr. Hugo de Garis

profhugodegaris@yahoo.com

https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com   (contains links to 

300 YouTube masculist essays/videos)
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